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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction 
Welcome to the first book of D100 Discoveries Series, a great collection of encounter 
tables offered to you by Zodiac Gods Publishing. If, like us, you are a huge fan of random 
encounter tables that cover a vast array of environments, sites, and possibilities all at 
once, this book is for you. Inside this first compilation you will find no less than 600 
entries that will in turn amaze, challenge, and perhaps even dumbfound your PCs; you 
will discover places where the common events from day to day life may hide a deeper 
meaning, perhaps even led the unwary into a trap, or simply entertain the players for a 
moment before the next d100 throw. Next time it might be a dangerous encounter, an 
inevitable disaster, or else just a rumor either about a close or distant place, or one that 
concerns a famous (or infamous!) personage; fabrication or fact, the final decision is 
yours to make! 
 
All the tables that compose this book are generic enough so as to be compatible with 
any system with a medieval flavor. DMs and GMs alike will find here plenty of ideas to 
describe a place briefly or in detail, an array of foes to help determine the combatants 
of the next engagement, and enough material to establish the bases of an entire quest. 
A single line can be the spark that will ignite your imagination; the combination of many 
entries put together – randomly or on purpose – the fire that will help you forge a 
complete series of adventures. 
 
The time has come; turn the page now, and immerse you totally in the universe of D100 
Discoveries Series. 

Jarrod Camiré 
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I. I. I. I. CASTLE ENCOUNTERSCASTLE ENCOUNTERSCASTLE ENCOUNTERSCASTLE ENCOUNTERS 
The heart of more than one city is the castle. The castle often holds within its walls the 
economical, political, and spiritual power all at once. In time of peace, the castle is the 
bustling marketplace and the emplacement where the important festivals take place. In 
time of war, the castle is the ultimate bastion of resistance. Your PCs might have many 
reasons to visit the castle; roll a d% to know whom they see once there, and what are the 
notable sights such a visit offers them. If you need a specific encounter, check below and 
let transpire what you want about the fortification. 
 
01 The moats are all dried up. 
02 A lame horse blocks the main access leading to the outer ward. 
03 A fair damsel runs across the drawbridge, soon followed by an entire troop. 
04 The portcullis is only half-raised. 
05 Many peasants work within the perimeter of the castle farm. 
06 The stable is on fire. 
07 A soldier falls from the allure. 
08 A thief has been arrested. 
09 The barbican is not guarded. 
10 Hundreds of escutcheons have been hanged to the merlons. Not a single shield is 
identical to another. 
11 Children dressed in rags and tatters beg the passers-by near the inner gate. 
12 A knight frantically tries to remove his armor. 
13 A griffon and its rider are both held in custody on top of the garrison. 
14 A wizard surreptitiously etches a symbol upon a wall of the main keep. 
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15 A group constituted uniquely of swordswomen heads on for the chapel. 
16 Sixty men and women contest today for The Golden Arrow upon the archery range. 
17 Everyone avoids a neglected bastion; the presence of a gaudy, impeccable dress, 
which hangs in midair near the tower, might explain why. 
18 Six guards escort an alchemist outside the castle. 
19 A fighter inquires about the garrison’s furled flags. 
20 A bard who has dared to sing the first verses of The Black Bastion and The Beautiful 
Jester Milady is immediately arrested.  
21 A figure all clad in black climbs to one of the castle’s tower. 
22 A druid plants seeds in the taluses surrounding the castle. 
23 Someone has broken free from the dungeon. An intensive search for the escapee 
begins everywhere. 
24 A message painted in red upon the bailey denounces the recent arrest of a bard.  
25 The Black Knight is supposed to make an apparition today. 
26 Two girls try to catch a rooster. 
27 A team of workers reinforces the walls around the barbican. 
28 A splendid lady standing at an oriel window hails a nondescript man standing below. 
29 A blacksmith complains about the recent lack of iron. 
30 Many foot soldiers practice their drill in the inner ward under the supervision of a 
young officer. 
31 A scrawny halfling riding a mangy dog enters the inner ward. Someone suddenly 
shouts out that The Knight Errand has returned at last. 
32 A nervous soldier accosts an elegant elf and tells her to go to the chapel at once to 
meet The Black Crone. 
33 A gnome armed with many hand crossbows fires with one of them, apparently for no 
reason at all. 
34 A caravan constituted mostly of dwarves has brought a considerable amount of iron. 
35 A noble damsel ties a white, silk ribbon to the lance of a knight. Another girl 
apparently not pertaining to the same social class soon imitates her. 
36 A half-buried, weatherworn shield made of bronze stands below the statue of a local 
hero. Everybody who wears a weapon inside the castle touches it at one time or 
another. 
37 A dog barks loudly. 
38 A broken arrow shaft juts from the wooden frame of a door. 
39 Two lovers meander along the length of the wall walkway.  
40 The master mason and her team inspect closely every wall of the complex. 
41 A dirty boy tells something to a guard who gives him a silver piece in return. 
42 A delegation of elves coming from the nearby forest enters the outer ward.  
43 The lord makes a brief apparition. 
44 The master carpenter evaluates the damages done by the fire to the stable. 
45 The butler meets with a wine merchant. He asks for a very rare vintage, but the 
vintner doesn’t have such a priceless wine in stock. 
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